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Abstract
Background: There is little information regarding lay-people's representations of influenza and influenza-like illness
in their day-to-day lives. An insight into these views may aid our understanding of community attitudes regarding
official recommendations for its prevention.
Methods: This was a qualitative research. Semi-structured face-to-face interviews were conducted with 40 French
participants from the community, and from five different locations. Questions elicited the participants'
representations of onset of flu and influenza-like illness, as well as their views on what can/should be done to deal
with symptoms and their personal experience with flu and flu-like symptoms.
Results: Thematic content analyses allowed us to identify five main themes: the presence of a clear continuum
between influenza-like illness and flu; a description of flu as a very contagious disease; flu as being benign, except
in "frail people", which the respondents never considered themselves to be; interruption of daily activities, which
could be considered pathognomonic for influenza for most subjects; self-medication as the main current practice,
and requests for healthcare mainly to confirm an auto-diagnosis.
Conclusions: There was a large homogeneity in the representation of flu. There was also a gap between people's
representations (i.e., a continuum from having a "cold" to having "influenza") and scientific knowledge (i.e., a distinction
between "true" influenza and influenza-like illnesses based on the existence of a confirmatory virological diagnosis).
This gap raises issues for current campaigns for flu prevention, as these may not be congruent with the representation
of flu being responsible for interrupting daily activities while also being seen as a non-severe disease, as well as the
perception that flu is only a risk to "frail people" though no participants considered themselves to be "frail".

Background
Influenza is a recurrent public-health issue, and there
is considerable information on influenza from an epidemiological point of view. Community subjects’ knowledge of preventive measures has dramatically increased
since the occurrence of the H1N1 pandemic, although
there is still a gap between scientific information and
every-day life [1]. Little information is available regarding lay people’s representations of influenza and of how
it may affect them in their day-to-day lives.
An English study, conducted in the 1970s, showed that
patients think that colds occur when vulnerable parts of
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the body (e.g., feet, head, chest) are exposed to cold temperatures, humidity, or cold air currents [2]. In a US
study, parents tended to find an association between the
weather changes and the incidence of their children's
colds [3]. Although information is available regarding
people’s knowledge about avian flu and its prevention,
there is little information on how preventive measures,
e.g., wearing a mask or the need for social distance, are
endorsed by community subjects [4].
Flu-vaccination issues provide some information
concerning people’s views. A qualitative study in people
aged > 65 years demonstrated that, for these subjects, the
risk of contracting flu was considered very low, with no
consequences of the vaccination on this probability. Also,
if they caught flu, they did not expect any serious consequences [5]. This feeling of the unlikeliness of contracting
this disease was also reported in an Australian study that
focused on the H1N1 pandemic [6]. Qualitative studies
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show that, in a non-pandemic context, few people
expressed favorable opinions about control behaviors or
were ready to adopt avoidance actions, and they questioned the effectiveness of vaccination, even in a pandemic
context [7,8]. As Gray et al. stressed [9], “It is important
to accommodate the fact that disbelief in the effectiveness
of measures can result in people failing to act and developing distrust of sources of information”. Similarly, a
French qualitative study, conducted on a group of patients
with cystic fibrosis, a high risk population for severe flu infection, emphasized the role of information sources in
these patients in deciding to accept or refuse the H1N1
vaccine. Those who refused the vaccine mentioned receiving multiple and indecisive information, whereas those
who accepted the vaccine reported having received unequivocal advice from their healthcare provider [10]. Globally, results from these qualitative studies emphasize that
the public need to receive transparent and factual information about the specific actions to be take, and this
should be provided by people they can trust [9].
These data question the representations that people
have about this disease and the congruence of these
representations versus scientific definitions. Influenza
(or flu) is a contagious viral infection caused by influenza viruses, which mainly affects the nose, throat, bronchi, and, occasionally, the lungs. The combination of
fever or other systemic symptoms, plus respiratory signs,
defines an influenza-like illness (ILI). Influenza viruses
can cause ILI, but not always: ~30% of influenza infections are not associated with any symptoms, and another
~30% will not cause a fever. Thus, only ~30% of influenza infections correspond to ILI [11]. In contrast, not
all ILIs are caused by influenza viruses: many other
respiratory pathogens can cause the same type of illness.
In temperate countries, the likelihood of having the
influenza virus in a patient with an ILI varies from 0%
(when no influenza virus is circulating in the community, e.g., in summer) to 60–70% when there is intense
circulation (e.g., during seasonal epidemics). Of note,
vaccination or specific antiviral therapies will only
prevent or treat infections and illnesses (mild or severe)
caused by the influenza virus: i.e., they are not effective
against all ILIs.
Peoples' representations consist of socially constructed
and shared knowledge based on experiences and models
of thoughts spread via education and social communication [12,13]. As a form of practical knowledge, representations help understanding and explaining our universe.
Patients' representations of flu are an important aspect
of the patients' decision-making processes regarding
treatment and their perceptions of treatment [14]. These
prior elements influence the way that people organize
new information (i.e., whether to incorporate it with
existing knowledge or to discard it) [13].
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Anthropological studies suggest two groups of representations of the disease in the public health and social
field [15]. The "majority model" views the disease as an
exogenous entity that enters the body of an individual
who carries no responsibility or control over the process.
Healing is viewed as suppressing a hostile condition that
must be annihilated. This "majority model" mainly draws
from the biomedical model which considers the etiology
and symptoms of the disease when choosing a treatment. The second model considers disease as an endogenous entity and healing as a regulating activity that
takes into account, rather than opposes, the symptoms
of the disease. This model stresses the role of the patient
in curing him- or herself.
Taken together, these elements suggest a possible gap
between scientific and lay knowledge, with both forms of
knowledge having different aims. While scientific knowledge describes general patterns of disease common to
all individuals and statistically appraisable, lay knowledge
tends to personalize the illness by including the individual’s suffering and then contextualizes it [16]. In the
scientific model, flu and ILI dictate various strategies of
prevention and treatment according to the patient's
medical history, age, etc. However, lay people’s representations regarding flu and ILI, as well as attitudes and
behaviors related to its symptoms, have received little
research. This issue is of importance as it is a seasonal
problem, and public-health authorities and clinicians
involved in day-to-day management of disease have to
elaborate and try to implement strategies directed at
informing various groups within the population about the
disease, its risks, and possible preventive interventions.
Based on these observations, we carried out a qualitative analysis designed to improve our understanding of
people’s representations of flu and ILI in France. Indeed,
a better insight into the sorts of views people hold about
flu and ILI, as well as how they plan to cope with its
symptoms, is particularly relevant as influenza is a highly
recurrent disease.

Methods
Study design

We chose a qualitative study design as data about flu and
ILI representations in the community are lacking so far.
Face-to-face semi-structured interviews were thought to
be the best setting to retrieve information. On the basis of
these interviews, thematic content analysis allowed us to
identify categories and themes.
Participants

Because flu/ILI can affect the general population, the
selection of participants took into account the diverse
French population. Despite the qualitative methodology
used for this study, we used the “quotas” method to
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determine the choice of participants: this took into
account gender, age (18–34, 35–54, 55–64, 65–74 years),
socio-professional group, place of abode (urban/rural,
northern/southern area), in order to represent the whole
French population as much as possible.
Forty subjects, aged between 18 and 74 years, were
recruited to participate in 1-hour individual interviews.
They lived in five French cities (Paris, Lyon, Nîmes, La
Rochelle, Besançon), which differ in size and environment. Participants were recruited via telephone, by
random, from telephone directories. A screening questionnaire was used to identify socio-demographic characteristics, and they were then asked if they would
participate in the study. In order to obtain a better spontaneous representation and to avoid biases that could be
linked to the preparation of the interview, participants
were informed that the interview had to do with general
health. About 80% of the recruited individuals agreed to
participate. Because of the "quota" method used in the
sampling, those who refused were replaced by individuals with the same characteristics in terms of gender,
age, socio-professional group, and place of abode. Those
who refused did so mainly because of time contingencies. Respondents were given a small fee (35€) for
participating. The recruited sample allowed us to include
the whole range of possible responses and to achieve
theoretical "saturation" [17], i.e., the point where no new
categories emerged from the analysis of the interviews.
Data collection

Participants were questioned using face-to-face semistructured interviews [18] between January to February
2012. Open-ended questions elicited the patients’ representations of the onset of flu and ILI, i.e., their views on
the initial symptoms and how they develop. The interview also investigated their views on what can/should be
done to deal with symptoms and their personal experience with flu and flu-like symptoms.
An interview guide (Table 1) was developed, which
included general topics on flu and ILI: the topics were
not addressed in a fixed order. The interviewers were
flexible and responsive to issues as that arose regarding
the participants’ views so that these could be further
explored where appropriate. However, the opening questions always revolved around the participants’ descriptions of their views about flu and ILI. As the interview
progressed, further issues on alarm signals, diagnosis,
and seeking help were addressed. Respondents were
prompted to give their own opinions, and were told that
their personal points of view about the disease were of
interest and that there were no right or wrong answers.
Qualitative methods were chosen, as the aim was to access the range of participants' views and to record their
individual ways of thinking [19,20]. This is in line with
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Table 1 Interview guide
Topics

Examples

General
representations

Which words or images do you spontaneously
associate with flu?
How would you describe flu? (respectively, flulike symptoms)
Which words do you use to describe it?

Personal experience

Have you ever had the flu?
Can you describe this experience?

Alarm signals and
help-seeking

What were the symptoms that made you think
that you might have the flu?
What did you do when you thought you might
have the flu?
Was there anything you could do to reassure
yourself? Find relief?

Prevention
Information needs

Can flu be prevented?
Do you feel well informed about flu?
What additional information do you need?

the use of qualitative data in health research to provide a
perspective that goes beyond purely quantitative information [21]. Two experienced interviewers conducted
the interviews, which lasted 45–60 minutes each.
Data were de-identified to ensure confidentiality.
There was no request for ethical committee approval as,
in accordance with French Law, such studies are not
within a biomedical research category (no patients, no
treatments). All subjects were informed of the goals and
design of the study and agreed to participate.

Analysis

The interviews were recorded and transcribed. Transcripts were checked against audio files for accuracy and
compared with scribed notes taken during each interview. The transcripts were analyzed using a manual
data-indexing technique to identify key themes [22]. The
qualitative analysis began with the two researchers reading the transcripts individually. Analysis then continued
throughout data collection and the coding process, using
the constant-comparative method, which consists of
analyzing the interviews by comparing one response
with earlier observed responses [23]. This was followed
by comparisons between the transcripts, which were
then used to establish analytical categories.
These categories served as the basis for a final grid,
which was then used independently by the two researchers to analyze the transcripts to maximize theoretical
sensitivity and rigor [24]. Using patient-generated data
via the interviews and verification of interpretation
by the two researchers allowed assessment to be trustworthy [20].
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Results
Characteristics of the participants

The characteristics of the forty participants are described
in Table 2. Twenty-two women and 18 men participated;
their age ranged from 21 to 72 years; 22 were from an
urban area; and the sample included a variety of professional qualifications.
Representations of flu and flu-like symptoms

The interview-reviewing process identified five major
themes: identification of a continuum; the major consequences to daily living; contagiousness of the disease;
the benignness of flu except in frail people; and a request
for healthcare.
Identification of a continuum

Most participants expressed the idea of a continuum
from “cold” to “influenza (flu)” including “influenza-like
illness” in between. The term “influenza-like illness”(ILI)
identified a status that was understood by all participants, but nearly never used in real life. According to
the participants, this expression was rather part of the
medical or pharmaceutical terminology, and labels a
general bad physical shape, a status that was not yet
exactly “influenza” itself, but very near it. This term
referred to a sort of a border, an undefined no man’s
land where clear trouble could develop or symptoms
could disappear. For nearly all participants, “ILI” was
seen as the premises of flu: symptoms are the same, they
differ by severity only, last a few days (less than three), and
allow for maintaining daily activities. A contrario, the “flu”
was identified as a specific disease. It is a medical issue,
with well-defined contours. It was described as characterized by a longer duration (over 5 days), symptoms of
higher intensity, and by a mandatory interruption in
daily activities, with a need for confinement to bed
(see Figure 1), and a clear-cut diagnosis possibly provided
by the physician.
Table 2 Characteristics of the study's participants (n=40)
Parameter
Age (years)
Gender

Living area

Occupation

Results

Mean ± standard deviation
Median
Women: n (%)

44.9 (14.5)
43.5
22 (55%)

Men: n (%)

18 (45%)

Urban: n (%)

22 (55%)

Semi-urban: n (%)

11 (27.5%)

Rural: n (%)

7 (17.5%)

A non-qualified workers or employee: n (%)

9 (22.5%)

Qualified worker or employee: n (%)

8 (20%)

Managerial staff: n (%)

7 (17.5%)

Professionally inactive (unemployed, retired,
housewife/husband): n (%)

15 (37.5%)

Both the identification of this continuum and the
description of its phases were very similar across the
different groups of participants, providing a homogeneous representation of the illness and its symptoms.
Table 3 provides quotes illustrating this difference in
intensity between ‘flu’ and ‘ILI’.
As for all participants «ILI» was seen as attenuated
“flu” symptoms, only flu representations will be presented hereby.
In real life, flu interrupts daily-living activities

A cluster of symptoms were associated with flu, including
fatigue as the main symptom, ranging from tiredness to
exhaustion, and from lack of energy to immobilization,
and to bed confinement. Pain, aches, and, especially, headaches, were frequently cited, followed by fever, chills, and
shivers. Flu was particularly perceived as preventing daily
activities, including being unable to work or to take care
of relatives. Thus, it was described as kind of isolation that
could not be escaped, and which lasted as long as the
symptoms did.
All the respondents (except five), independently of
their gender, age, or work status, mentioned the interruption to daily activities (i.e., whether they were professionally active or not, and whether they had an
independent or dependent work status). The doctor
might then be asked to visit to confirm diagnosis and
to provide a certificate to permit an interruption from
work:
“[The doctor] will suggest it spontaneously, I don’t
believe I need to ask him to prescribe me a sick-leave
certificate because, in general, you’re physically no
longer able to work; with a fever as high as 39°C you’re
bed-ridden!” [respondent 15, man, 43 years old].
Interruption of daily activities was often the axis point
where the continuum between having a “cold” to having
“flu” was reached. The need for a sick-leave certificate was
further confirmation, and the acknowledgement that it was
the person’s right to stay at home because of the flu:
“If it stalls, I stay put. If it really worsens, I call
the doctor and I go visit him. . . but only if it
really worsens! [. . .] Last time I got the flu, I had
to take a week off. I think I called my boss to tell
him I couldn’t go to work because I had the flu.
If he asked me to, I probably called my doctor but
just to get the sick certification” [respondent 5,
woman, 56 years old].
Flu was perceived as a disease that sapped all energy, and
for which there was no miracle cure. Rest and confinement
to bed seemed not only the right thing to do, but also the
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Might start with a
common cold

…but flu like symptoms may also
develop as influenza, whatever
they do, depending upon the virus
nature and their organism

Influenza-like illness is a status
where patients feel that their
behaviour might still influence the
course of events…

Influenza-like illness

Disappearance of
symptoms, cure

Continuation as a
common cold

Influenza

Figure 1 “Influenza-like illness” according to participants.

only possible response due to the flu-related fatigue and
loss of drive.

A very contagious disease but that is not easily caught

Flu was not only considered to cause exhaustion and to
interrupt daily life, but also as a contagious disease. Around
three-quarters of participants declared they had contracted
flu at least once in their life. However, most stated that they
had not had flu more than once or twice in their lives.

“Not willing to do anything which requires energy, taking
care of my children for instance when I have got the flu, I
am really not willing to work, for sure. Anything that
requires a physical effort” [respondent 19, see Table 3].

“It’s contagious, it’s a virus, it can be through someone
who’s infected or in the air. . . [. . .]. Me I’d say I’m usually
very sensitive for all colds and this kind of things, but for
the flu, in all and for all, I’ve had it two or three times. . .
I see around me, people will get colds, sneeze, cough, but
the flu really, I don’t think it’s so easy to catch it. . .
maybe older people but otherwise no. . .” [respondent 31,
man, 43 years old].

Flu was also seen to impact on relationships with family and friends, with a need for solitude in a noiseless
environment uniformly described by participants.
“I do not request anything, not willing to eat, not
willing to drink, only one desire, staying in bed and
sleeping” [respondent 3, see Table 3].

Table 3 Participants' descriptions of influenza-like illness and flu
Influenza-like illness

Flu

Influenza-like illness, it is when I feel miserable, with light fever, I do
not feel good [respondent 27, 47-year-old man]

Flu, I have got a temperature of 40°C, I sweat, I am not able to stand, I am
not able to eat anything [respondent 27, 47-year-old man]

I would say a general tiredness, chills, having a common cold
[respondent 6, 26-year-old woman]

Flu is more violent, it is fever, it is when I cannot stand up. It is not frequent
for me, but it happened to me [respondent 19, 36-year-old woman]

With influenza-like illness, it is still possible to take one’s car and to
move [respondent 3, 33-year-old woman]

Chills and pain everywhere. And after, I do not feel good, and just wish to
stay in bed [respondent 6, 26-year-old woman]

Influenza-like illness, I could say cold, throat pain, with no aches.
Cold, aches and little fever [respondent 32, 55-year-old woman]

It is when we cannot move, when the temperature is so high that I do not
get out of bed [respondent 3, 33-year-old woman]

Influenza-like illness I would say it may not yet be broken out, you
feel something is to happen. Flu-like symptoms, it is before flu
[respondent 14, 70-year-old man]

It is 38°C. Flu it is actually bed ridden, you do not move [respondent 32, 55year-old woman]

I do not use, I could vaguely see what it is, it is between two things.
It is worse than a cold, and not exactly flu. For me, either I have a cold,
or I have the flu. There are only two. [respondent 12, 25-year-old man]

I would say that what is common between all people with flu is that they
were completely exhausted and most of the time, they were staying in bed
[respondent 31, 43-year-old man]
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These descriptions, depending upon previous personal
and familial flu histories, were very homogeneous between participants. The participants’ views regarding
different aspects of flu (cause, contagiousness, mode of
transmission, etc.. . .) were globally congruent with scientific knowledge, built on family transmission, experience, recurring information in the media during the flu
period, and confirmation of auto-diagnosis by a medical
diagnosis. Nearly two-thirds of participants identified a
virus as responsible for influenza. If the mode of transmission was not immediately obvious, after repetition
of the question, respondents suggested potential forms
of transmission, such as through sneezing, spluttering,
kissing, or through direct contact via hands or contaminated objects.
When asked about the possibilities of preventing flu
or ILI, some respondents mentioned several methods,
including the use of homeopathic medicines and/or
included this prevention in a larger context that emphasized a healthy lifestyle. A number of participants
mentioned behaviors related to their view about how flu
was transmitted, the contagiousness of flu, in particular
washing hands and avoiding close contact (e.g., kissing
people, shaking hands, or using public transportation).
However, many also indicated that these measures might
not be realistic in their everyday lives, in particular,
avoiding contact.
Although transmission is easy, catching flu requires
specific conditions, as this participant indicated: “It’s
infectious [. . .] If you cough on me, there are indeed more
chances that I’ll catch it. . . Then also, when the air is
contaminated, like in the train where the air is not often
recycled. . . then yes, there are more chances. . . but I
think that one also has to be in a specific condition that
is, for example, to be physically exhausted to really
become sick” [respondent 7, man, 28 years old]. These
specific conditions paralleled the representation of flu as
a problem for frail people.
A benign disease except in frail people

Although reported as interrupting daily-life activities
and being highly contagious, flu was also seen as a
benign disease. When participants were asked about the
“family” of diseases in which flu should be classified, flu
was perceived homogeneously as belonging to the category of diseases “without severity” and “which can be
cured”. The disease was not considered severe, except
for “frail people”. The concept of “frail people” evoked a
label of people with decreased immune defenses, and
belonged to the representation of flu shared by all participants. This category included people of frail constitution (often sick), patients weakened by a disease (cancer,
AIDS, asthma), elderly people (aged > 70 years), and
young children (aged < 3 years old for parents, and < 10
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years old for non-parents). These groups were considered to be the ones where contagion was easiest. However, even if the participant had any of these
characteristics, none of them considered themselves as
“frail" people.
About two-thirds of respondents were parents, and
about 50% lived with their children, among which
almost 50% were < 3 years old. These respondents did
not differ from those who did not live with children.
Several mentioned behaviors to try and avoid contagion
that were related to their views of the mode of transmission: in particular, avoiding close contact. Again, many
indicated that this might not be realistic in everyday life;
they stressed, however, that while they would try to
avoid close contact with their children if they were sick,
they would not do so if their child was too unwell:
“With a colleague, I’d avoid staying besides, shake
hands, maybe say ‘don’t come to work’ [. . .] If it’s one
of my children, I’d take no precautions, because I
think, ‘never mind if I get it’, it’s my children, so it’s not
like with another person. . .[If I were sick] then I would
not touch them too much or stay away a little bit or,
say, even wear a mask, or when I cook, cook for them
first and me I’d eat afterwards. . .” [respondent 36,
woman, 40 years old].
When specifically questioned about vaccination as a
means of prevention, few of the respondents indicated
that they had ever received the vaccine or were ready to
consider it, unless they fell into the category of “frail
people”. The study did not specifically address the issue
of vaccination and this was not the focus of the interview. However, it is noteworthy that several respondents
spontaneously mentioned vaccination as a preventative
measure; however , of the total, only five respondents
had actually been vaccinated. Of these, two fulfilled the
age criterion (> 65 years), which allows for free vaccination in France). The vaccination was often described
as "not really useful" (“[. . .] it’s very uncertain, I got
vaccinated and it didn’t prevent me from catching the
flu...” [respondent 10, man, 44 years old]), especially for
people who were not "frail": “I was proposed it at my
workplace but refused because at my age: it’s not necessary, so I decided not to have it. [. . .] The vaccine is useful for old people because they’re frail people. . .”
[respondent 16, man, 34 years old]). In some instances it
was even considered to be possibly dangerous: “I think
that if you have too much of it. . . my body might no
longer be able to. . . it may lose the immunity for that
and I say to myself that maybe if I have the flu this year,
maybe I have more chance to heal than if I catch it when
I’m 40 and I’ve had a lot of vaccines. . . see what I
mean?” [respondent 40, woman, 28 years old].
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Request for healthcare

Patients visited their physician if, and only if, the ILI
impaired or persisted after being treated by self-medication with paracetamol and/or homeopathic medicines for
24–48 hours. Self-medication, using over-the-counter
drugs, was mentioned in general rather than as an exception to deal with the first symptoms of the continuum
described above. However, there was clear concern if a severe fever (> 39°C) developed or severe fatigue that prevented getting out of bed: these factors led them to
contact their physician without hesitation. As indicated
above, the doctor was consulted to confirm the need for
an interruption of activities. In cases where children were
affected, the wait was less before consulting a physician,
with fever being the key symptom for an immediate appointment. Participants requested that the physician confirmed the patients diagnosis of their child's condition or
of their own condition, even if they felt that the physician
could do nothing more than what they had done themselves. “One tries to get better as much as one can and if
one doesn’t get any better after 3 days, it’s time to go to the
doctor and then it can really be the flu if he says so. It’s the
doctor who can say so, it’s not us” [respondent 2, woman,
47 year old].
Once "flu" has been declared, participants considered
that few or even no medications could cure the disease:
fatalism was a common reaction. Some people answered
categorically that only rest and paracetamol, used against
the symptoms and not against the virus, were useful.
Many people left it to a physician they trusted. They
indicated that they hoped he/she would prescribe an
efficient treatment. Antibiotics were only rarely mentioned and, even when mentioned, with little optimism.
Rest and paracetamol were identified by the participants
as the main possible “remedies”. None of the respondents mentioned anti-viral drugs such as being a
potentially active etiological treatment, although these
drugs (and in particular oseltamivir) received a lot of
attention in the scientific literature and media at the
time of the H1N1 pandemic.
Most participants globally expressed little interest in
getting more information about "flu". As one participant
stated: “Getting the flu is to be at the wrong place at the
wrong moment. . . (. . .) it’s not severe, it’s not lethal so I
don’t think I need any more information” [respondent 1,
woman, 40 years old]. Furthermore, participants reported
that information about flu was sometimes presented as a
kind of annually recurring old tune in the media.

Discussion
This study provides information regarding the representation of flu and ILI and reports the experiences and
behaviors of people in relation to influenza within the
community. Five major themes were identified. A clear
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continuum between ILI and flu was described. Flu was
considered a very contagious disease, but most subjects
stated they had not had flu more than once or twice in
their lives. Although the disease was considered benign,
most responders identified it as a particular risk for frail
people (a category defined for them), but to which they
considered they did not belong. The main issue was that
flu interrupted daily activities, and this was pathognomonic
of influenza for most subjects. In addition, a request for
healthcare mainly consisted of confirming a self-diagnosis.
One of the main outcomes of this study, which needs to
be underlined, is the homogeneity of the representation of
flu: the main dimensions of this representation were similar whatever the age, gender, or socio-professional group
of the participants. Flu is constructed as a social object
that is recurrently presented in the community, mainly
through the media. The "flu" issue re-emerges every year
and revolves around the same themes. Whatever its
source, the overall message is similar, which results in
representations that are very similar to those within the
public domain and focus on the same aspects. As this
participant summarized: “It’s all over in the media, the flu,
it’s like a chestnut. It’s like the start of the new school year
or something like that, at some point in time you hear
about it in the media: there it is, “the epidemy is coming”,
you Google it and you see how many hits on the flu. . . one’s
immersed in a lot of information on the topic. It comes
from all over the place” [respondent 33, man, 48 years
old]. This does not mean that communication about flu
should be similar for all population groups: as the study
by Gray et al. has shown [9], the ‘one size fits all’ strategy
risks reducing trust in agencies and the likelihood that
advice will not be followed. Indeed, although the public's
representations may be the same (or close), information
should be tailored to the needs and expectations of diverse
groups [9]. This is important to avoid repetitive information being ignored rather than changing attitudes and
behaviors.
Another salient feature of this study was the importance of interruption in daily activities. Sociological studies have underlined the role of interruption in daily
activities as a sign of disease or illness [25,26]. Diseases
cannot be reduced to their organic aspects: they also
involve behaviors, such as interrupting one’s activities,
which may change the meaning of a diffuse cluster of
somatic symptoms. Interference with normal activities
contributes to conferring a disease label to the symptoms, i.e. the symptoms are identified as a disease when
daily-life activities are disrupted. Interestingly, the other
behavior that was described as contributing to this
disease labeling was health care utilization and, more
specifically, visiting a physician to get a diagnosis and,
thus, to give meaning to the symptoms. The results of
the present study point to the role of the physician in
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being responsible for diagnosing flu, which has been
already identified by the individual through a cluster of
physical symptoms and interruption of daily activities.
Indeed, once flu has occurred, treatment is seen, at best,
to reduce the natural course of the symptoms rather
than as a cure against a viral infection.
Flu stands out as an apparently paradoxical health
condition: although participants described it as very
contagious, they also indicated that they had experienced it at most once or twice in their lives, and
none perceived this paradox. This may well be
related to the continuum from having a “cold” to
having “flu”, including “ILI” in-between. Thus, ambivalent physical symptoms may initially develop, but
do not specifically indicate the presence of flu itself:
the disease may then develop further or the symptoms can disappear. The representation that people
hold of flu may then place it in-between being an
endogenous entity and an exogenous model [15],
where healing is alternatively viewed as a regulating
activity and the suppression of a hostile condition,
according to the location of symptoms on the abovementioned continuum.
As rather frequent, the ILI was also seen as indicating a
benign condition that does not deserve specific medical
attention, except in frail people. This concept raised another paradox: although the notion of frail people was
known by all participants, none of the participants
considered themselves within this category. This agrees
with the results of studies that investigated vaccination in
the elderly [5]: the results showed how the perception of a
threat guided an individual's behavior. Similarly, at the time
of onset of the H1N1 pandemic, an Australian cohort study
showed that the vast majority of respondents (> 80%) considered that they had little or no risk of becoming contaminated. Preventive behaviors, such as washing hands, were
increased, but only in respondents who considered that
they were at risk; in addition, 40% had concerns about the
vaccine [27]. Another longitudinal cohort study conducted
in Switzerland, before and after the occurrence of the
H1N1 pandemic, showed that the perceived threat acted
as a predictor of the perceived efficacy of both the vaccine
and the preventive measures [28].
Our study has limitations: it was conducted in France
and, therefore, the results cannot be transferred to other
countries without further investigations. However, in
France, due to the sampling methods we used, it may be
considered that the dimensions of the representations
described in this study are valid for the global population. However, the possible impact of socio-cultural
differences could not be investigated due to the French
regulation. It has also to be noted that, although subjects
were interviewed regarding their representations, no
study of their actual behaviors was undertaken.
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Conclusion
Taken together, the results of this study indicate the
existence of a gap between the people’s representations
and scientific knowledge, i.e.,, between a continuum from
having a “cold” to having “influenza (flu)”, including “influenza-like illness” in-between, versus a distinction between “true” influenza and influenza-like illnesses based
on the existence of a confirmatory virological diagnosis.
This gap in perception makes it more difficult to provide
preventative recommendations, as these recommendations may not be implemented when the symptoms are
considered moderate. Specifically, the representation of
flu as responsible for interrupting daily activities while also
seen as a non-severe disease, as well as the perception that
it is mainly a threat to “frail people”, but with no individual considering themselves “frail”, is not being addressed
in the current campaigns on flu prevention.
In this context, recommendations, such as using a
respiratory mask to avoid transmission, may be overlooked (decreased or stopped) when the symptoms are
alleviated while the individual is still contagious. The
gate thus appears as narrow between a dramatisation of
ILI that does not seem to be a proper solution, and an
inclusion of the risks related to the characteristics of
“true” influenza. Awareness of this narrow gate may
allow us to increase the potential benefits of flu-prevention
recommendations, both in terms of public health and in
daily general medical practice.
Abbreviation
ILI: Influenza-like illness.
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